S

tate of the Chapter

Over the last three and a half years
that I have been an active member of
this chapter, every semester Chi Phi
Xi Delta has continued to grow by
leaps and bounds while living up to its
motto of building better men.
Last year, we initiated the largest
spring and fall classes of the year
and we have continued that trend by
initiating another 5 new members this
semester, which brings us to 54 active
brothers.
In February, the chapter and XDAA
co-hosted our second annual philanthropic soccer tournament through
which we raised nearly $1800 towards
the local Boys and Girls Club of
America. We also hosted our first
annual Chi Phi Xi Delta formal which
was incredibly successful with nearly
100 people in attendance including
actives, alumni and their dates.
As always, we have been extremely
involved on campus within both the
Greek community and non-Greek
community with two brothers on the
IFC executive council, one as the
president of the Brazilian Student Association and another as the vice-president of the Latin American Student
Association.

We have continued to meet nearly all
the standards set by National’s Accreditation program and were recently
accredited for last semester as well. The
local Greek life office has also come
up with its own Five Star accreditation
program for this semester. I am confident we will be able to meet all of their
standards as well.
Thanks to the immense efforts of
XDAA, our alumni relations have been
stronger than ever. They have expanded
their role as the Alumni association by
helping us organize our annual philanthropic event, total membership education programs, the alumni house work
day and even through the last supper
program. We have also been continuously working with XDHC to keep up
the progress with their five year plan.
The house has truly never looked better.
Lastly, the social committee of XDAA
has been working tirelessly on organizing this year’s Alumni Weekend.
We expect to have a larger attendance
than ever before, which will include an
alumni from 1969. I hope to see you all
there for yet another hellacious, bodacious and totally outrageous alumni
weekend at 4060 Dairy Road.

Executive Board 2015
Alpha - Burgess Kalyaniwalla
Beta -Thomas Larkin
Gamma - Luis Rodriguez
Delta - Kevin Spanier
Epsilon - Alex Michaels
Zeta - Brian Finnell
Eta - Leonardo Silveira

Greek Life Grades Fall 2014
Alpha Tau Omega 2.89
Chi Phi 2.63
Delta Tau Delta 2.95
Lambda Chi Alpha 2.63
Pi Kappa Alpha 2.66
Pi Lambda Phi 2.61
Sigma Tau Gamma 2.68
Tau Kappa Epsilon 2.78
All Fraternity Avg. 2.73
All Male’s Avg. 2.70

Burgess Kalyaniwall/ Alpha
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XDHC
The Xi Delta Housing
Corporation continues its
activities, as they successfully raise money for the
house, and plan for new
ways of fundraising.

On February 15th of this year,
Xi Delta once again held our
annual Kicking For Kids Charity Philanthropy Fundraiser.
Through the generous support of our sponsors and with
fourteen teams registered, Xi
Delta was able to raise more
than $1,800.
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XDAA
We have been setting the
stage for great improvements in XDAA operations
and involvement with the
chapter. We are expanding
the role of XDAA to
an alumni association involved in the development
of the active chapter.

Alumni
Profiles
This year we catch up with
Brother Pash & Brother
Lopez.
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The Annual
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Xi Delta Formal

PHOTOS BY: LACI MARPLE

On February 20, 2015, the brothers of Xi Delta finally brought
back the annual tradition of a Chi
Phi Formal, an event that had
been missing from the chapter’s
calendar for sometime. A celebration of the years achievements
and recognizing the work put in
by both active brothers and

“ Through the generous support of our
sponsors and with
fourteen teams registered, Xi Delta was
able to raise more
than $1,800 ”
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On February 15th of this year, Xi
Delta once again held our annual
Kicking For Kids Philanthropy Fundraiser. The purpose was to try and
bring as much awareness and support
as possible to the wonderful organization known as the Boys and Girls
Clubs of America.
Their mission is simple; to facilitate after-school programs for young
people while instilling a sense of belonging and worth for individuals. All
of the active brothers couldn’t help
but be a part of that mission. XDAA
also was filled with desire to help
the actives in this endevour. XDAA
kindly donated $100, and helped assist
the actives organize the tournament.
Special thanks to Brother Ziegler, ‘83,
for personally reserving the fields.
The event was a huge success. A
wide variety of clubs and organizations throughout the entire Florida
Tech campus put forth an effort not
only to raise money for a phenomenal
foundation, but also to have a day of
fun and competition through a soccer

tournament. The games began at 10am
and the final victory match finished
close to 5pm with two different fields
being put to use. Each team required
a $110 sign up fee, which in turn was
directly donated to the local non-profit
association. With concession sales and
direct donations continuously being accepted throughout the day, the atmosphere was full of excitement as well as
sweat and adrenaline. The tournament
ended with the Omani Student Association becoming this year’s winner, who
received a $220 check and a first place
trophy.
Through the generous support of
our sponsors and with fourteen teams
registered, Xi Delta was able to raise
more than $1,800. All of the proceeds
are going directly to The Boys and Girls
Foundation here in Brevard County. Xi
Delta wishes to say a special thank you
to everyone for playing safe and having
a great time. The brothers are already
excited for the next years tournament.

STORY BY: BRIAN FINNELL

by Thomas Larkin

alumni was long overdue. After weeks of preparation, 100
guests gathered at the Crowne
Plaza Beachside to enjoy a
three course meal, an award
ceremony, and a fun night of
dancing the night away. The
evening was a great success
with speeches from XDAA,

XDHC, and the chapter Alpha only solidifying how far
the chapter has come and will
continue to progress. Make
sure to keep up to date with Xi
Delta as we prepare for next
year and continue to revive this
much loved event of the Spring
Semester.
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Alumnus Installed

- ROB ATILHO

AMR KHADER
Major: Civil Engineering
Grade: Senior
Hometown: Amman, Jordan

UMUT OZTEKIN

NEAL CARRERA

Major: Aerospace Engineering
Grade: Junior
Hometown: Nicosia, Cyprus

Major: Mechanical Engineering
Grade: Sophomore
Hometown: Laguna, Philippines

TANNER MATTHEWS

EINAN SAUERHAFT

Major: Aviation Management w/ Flight
Grade: Freshman
Hometown: Winter Springs, Florida

Major: Aeronautical Science w/ Flight
Grade: Freshman
Hometown: Chappaqua, New York

Computer Science, 2014
Eta - Fall 2012
Delta - 2013
Webmaster - 2013

*
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XDHC
Brothers,

What an exciting time to
be a brother of the Xi Delta
Chapter, both active and
alumni! This year will prove
to be one of much work with
regards to the Alumni.
Brother Ismael Cremer is
moving forward with more
design efforts for the potential new house at 4060 Dairy
Road. Ish has sought out the
help of one of Florida Tech’s
construction management senior design teams who wish to
design an eco-efficient LEED
certified home. This past
semester, students have come
to the property to survey our
land and have already come
up with construction drawings and a floor plan for this
new structure. While this is
still in development, it is very
exciting to see these efforts
moving forward. A survey of
the property also lends to our
efforts in finally resolving the
septic issues that are occurring
on property. There is much
discussion being held on the
financials regarding city sewer
setup versus a commercial
drain field.

More information will be presented for all of this at the alumni
meeting during Alumni Weekend.
Property safety is one of XDHC’s
core responsibilities. As such,
we have held much discussion in
our recent meeting pertaining to
many aspects of preserving the
safety of
those who reside and visit the
house. All of this includes proper
maintenance of the house’s fire
panel system in addition to a vote
to allocate funds after an investigation into security cameras on
property. This, of course, comes
with a security and action plan
procedure.
XDHC is also making good on
efforts to provide scholarships
to brothers who have achieved
excellence in both academics
and work for the chapter. This
Alumni Weekend, XDHC will
be awarding $2,375 in scholarships that is made available from
the Chi Phi Educational Trust’s
CEF account. We have also been
pushing hard for as many actives
as possible to apply for the Chi
Phi National Scholarships. With
our chapter size, we hope that the
amount of money made available
to actives will be at its highest in
2015.
XDHC is also very excited for
the work that XDAA is doing to
expand their responsibilities.

From the efforts of educating the actives
to taking on full planning of Alumni
events, XDAA plays a big part in strong
alumni support. I know that I am personally looking forward to Alumni Weekend
come mid-April.
And finally, last month XDHC launched its first ever
massive fundraising efforts for various aspects of the
chapter. There is a handful of alumni who already
have made generous donations. To these brothers,
I thank you very much! Remember, it is never too
late to make your mark and lend financial support to
XHDC. For more information on the projects that
XDHC are taking on and where your money will
help the most, please visit mkt.com/xdhc or review
our fundraising packet at http://chiphixidelta.com/
media/XDHC_Packet.pdf. I hope to see many of you
in April.
Fraternally,
Mario L. Lento, Xi Delta ‘12
Scholarship and Fundraising Chairman
Xi Delta Housing Corporation Inc.
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XDAA
Semiannual

Report
Dear brothers I am very happy
to have the opportunity to report in this edition of the bathtub that we have been setting
the stage for great improvements in XDAA operations and
involvement with the chapter.
Under Jeremiah Tipton’s (Knuckles), our Alpha, and Stephen Prachaseri’s, our Beta, leadership and
direction we are expanding the role of
XDAA to more that just an organization that hosts two social events a year
to one that is a true an alumni association involved in the development of
the active chapter. As an executive
committee we have each taken initiatives to improve the chapter in ways
that mean most to us, for a start. We
are also trying to work closer with
XDHC for house improvements and
to determine how we can contribute
more to their efforts as our sister
organization.
Knuckles will be hosting a session
on ‘Real World skill you don’t learn in
College’ in early April during which
he will be talking to the actives and
recent graduates about how to build a
solid resume, apply for jobs, and ace
interviews. This is the first in our Total
Membership Education series.
Steve organized and lead the first
biannual alumni house work day on
March 21st. This is was a fantastic
way to come out and donate a few
hours of our time to the chapter by
working on various projects around
the house.

We are expanding
the role of
XDAA to
an alumni
association
involved in
the development of
the active
chapter.

All of this means that we need more participation from you! So please step up and take a position when we have elections so we can continue
this drive forward together! Last year we were
able to collect more funding in dues than ever
before. This means more money for our social
events and also that we can afford to partner with
the chapter in all the above listed events. We hope
to continue these efforts and funding rates so
please contribute to the cause.
Xi Delta’s Formal
Photograph: Cameron Hume

You can pay your dues in
person over the course of the
weekend or if you prefer not
to be worried about looking
for me to make a payment
then you can pay in advance
online securely at our web
store here: www.mkt.com/
xdaa. Any donations are much
appreciated and will go towards funding our increased
presence with the chapter.
Anything left over will be
donated to XDHC for scholarships.

Xi Delta’s Formal
Photograph: Cameron Hume

The first was focused on redevelopment of the volley ball courts and
other minor house repairs after
which XDAA will provide light refreshments (burgers and hot dogs!).
I have been leading our philanthropic efforts by continuing with the
biannual Last Supper: once a semester
during finals week XDAA provides
a nice warm meal for the actives to
help with the stress of finals and allow
them to take a break from studies and
assimilate information. This event
series has been a big success and is
very popular among the actives. Additonally, this semester saw our first
ever joint philanthropy event with the
active. Together we raised $1,800 for
the boys and girls club of America.

I look forward to seeing you
in April for Alumni Weekend.
May the punch gods be with
you.
Calculus Review At The House

This year, for the first time, XDAA
has taken responsibility for organizing
and planning our Alumni Weekend.
Our social chairman, Jordan Charla,
and his committee, Anton Flewelling,
Nate Hornback, and Exec has quite
the event prepared for you so be sure
to make it out! Of course, this does
not mean we are not partnering or
seeking assistance from the chapter.
Kicking For Kids 2015
Photograph: Laci Marple

In the Bonds,
Naveed H Chaudhry,
Xi Delta ‘07

This year
for the
first time,
XDAA has
taken responsibility for
organizing
and planning our
Alumni
Weekend
on April
17th.
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The Alumni
Weekend
Friday, April 17th

6:00 PM
FIT Southgate Fields
Actives vs Alumni Softball
8:30 PM
Chumley’s Downtown
Food & Drinks Provided

Satruday, April 18th

10:00 AM
Chi Phi Manor
Kids Day / Fun Day
Snacks & Drinks Provided
12:30 PM
Meeting
(Not Catered - BYO Food)
3:00 - 6:00 PM
Performance by Steel Drums
5:00 - 6:00 PM
Dinner provided by the Old School (aka
the Shroom)

Sunday, April 19th

TBD - getting together for late breakfast/early lunch (aka Brunch) to discuss
the events of the party that were either
missed or forgotten.
Photographs: Brandon Hughes

ALUMNI WEEKEND 2014
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Fundraiser
Circles

XDHC is currently promoting 3 different fundraising campaigns. Depending
on your donation amount, you have the
opportunity to enter different echelons
of fundraising circles. With your entrance
into these circles, you will be recognized
by XDHC for your generous support!
For more information visit:
mkt.com/xdhc

Scott, Chris

C

Graduation Year - 2012

The Cody
Circle
Bailey,
Brett

SC

Brouhle,
Joel

Coleman, Robert
Graduation Year - 1974

The Scarlet
Circle

SC

Silva,
Ernesto

SC

SC

Graduation Year - 2003

Graduation Year - 1991

Graduation Year - 2010

The Scarlet
Circle

The Scarlet
Circle

The Scarlet
Circle

Most Involved Alumni

Naveed Chaudhry

Alumni of The Year
Ismael Cremer

Peace
River
Camping
A long, long time ago, before Facebook,
and even before MySpace, though probably after Friendster, a bunch of friends
from Melbourne, FL, decided to go explore
the West Florida backcountry, down the
Peace River, to hunt alligators. That very
first exploratory trip was Anne, Andy, Dave,
Jami, Rich (RTK), and myself. That trip
involved lots of peanut-butter and jelly
sandwiches, a lot of paddling, and a lot of
good times. We made a second journey
that year over Memorial Weekend, albeit
with a slightly different crew, and little did
we know then, that a tradition had been
born.
Since those first trips, we’ve made a dozen
more; slowly refining the art of hunting
alligators, slowly growing in size, and
definitely forgetting a lot of great memories. People have called hogs at two in
the morning, invented new ball games,
come up with groundbreaking political
campaigns, tree-aged bottles of Chicago

liqour, and had glowstick dance-offs.
Anne and Andy ran the operation the
majority of the years and over the time
perfected capsite cooking. I remember the
first year they said dinner was steak fajitas
at camp, and most of us were thinking
“We don’t eat this well at home.” Definitely
a step up above the original PB&J trips.

take care of everything) to the clusterf***k
method (where everybody just takes care
of themselves), and undoubtedly somebody is going to subsist on Miller Lite for
three days. This is fine, however, since
deaths are not allowed at Peace River.
That would really kill the buzz for everytbody else.

A couple years ago, a couple Chi Phi actives joined us, and since then our group
has been steadily growing. Last year we
hit forty people, and had our first two-year
old, though to be fair, he acted much more
mature than everybody else there. This
year’s looking at fifty to sixty, and we’re
hoping in a few years we can get up to 200
and simply take over the river.

For those who have no idea what the
hell I’m talking about, or think, “Hey, this
sounds like fun”, it’s three days over Memorial Weekend, a couple hours outside
of Tampa. We meet up Friday night, canoe
out Saturday morning, get stupid from
Saturday to Monday, and canoe back
Monday morning. If you want more info,
find someone who’s going, gone, or just
find our group on Facebook.

Anne and Andy have since retired, and
I’m taking over, and we’re changing the
trip from the communism method (where
everybody pitches in and a few people

STORY BY: MILAN RAMAIYA
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Alumni Profile:

JAMES PASH

- Br. PELC
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Alumni Profile:

FABIAN LOPEZ
Our dear Brother James Pash joined the Xi
Delta Chapter in 2002 according to the soon
to be replaced xdaa.org. After a successful
college career, Brother Pash followed his own
ventures for a series of years before becoming
a regular presence at 4060 Dairy Road in late
2013. Sadly, Brother Pash will be out of town
this Alumni Weekend, so you can reacquaint
yourselves with Brother Pash with his Alumni
Profile.
Brother Pash’s day job is most likely boring and not important right now. What is
important is the fact that Brother Pash is a
semi-professional wrestler. Tights? Check.
Face paint? Check. A ridiculous persona?
Check. A posse of carnival freaks? Obviously. Brother Pash travels the United States as
Oliver Grimsly. His skill and crowd pleasing
attitude have helped him win championships
in his wrestling promotions, and he has developed a following of fans across the country.
Fans of Oliver Grimsly have designed his
character for wrestling games, bobble heads,
and clothing.

Despite the success Brother Pash has
experienced in the ring, he still maintains the
philanthropic spirit that Chi Phi has instilled
in us; some Brothers were fortunate enough to
attend a charity event in Melbourne in which
Oliver Grimsly performed. His wrestling
company raised money for single mothers suffering from cancer in Melbourne, and without
Brother Pash’s involvement with the Chapter,
it would not have been likely that Brothers
would have donated to this fine cause.
Brother James Pash is currently residing in
Melbourne approximately one mile from 4060
Dairy Road. His recent involvement with
the Chapter has been welcomed with gusto
similar to his own in-ring energy.

STORY BY: ALEX PELC

God, guns, and black gold. Leaving academia to pursue a career in
the rough, tough, oilfield taught me
one thing: I didn’t know as much
about work as I thought I did. Since
June, I’ve pretty much just been
doing that; work. I’ve seen more of
Texas than I ever thought I would
thanks to my job. It’s a flat state full
of pump jacks, and wind turbines.
And cows. Lots of cows. Back to
the point though: rigging up and
running hydraulic fracturing equipment in hundred-degree weather
in the middle of West Texas, for
120 hours/week has taught me that
all my stresses from school were
silly when placed into the greater
context of life. I’ve come across so
many people from all walks of life
that decided to pursue the hard jobs

in the oilfield that are helping to
expand America’s petroleum industry into the leading nation in oil
production to best meet our energy
demand. These guys have taught
me just how hard life can get, and at
the same time, I have been able to
teach them more about engineering
and the more technical aspects of the
work they’re doing. They really live
the American dream; through some
tough work and plenty of sacrifices,
they’ve built a life for their families.
While I was hesitant to take up a job
with the oilfield, I realized I made
the right decision because of the culture behind the industry. It will never
evolve into a more progressive,
and well-rounded industry without
people like myself. This makes me
push myself even harder

that I would have otherwise. I need
to be the example for people whose
beliefs I wholeheartedly disagree
with. A lot of the times I look back
to my times at Xi Delta and think
of how many people we have from
such diverse backgrounds, and I remember that the lessons I’ve learned
from interactions and brotherhood
with people who come from such
different backgrounds and places as
me are far more useful in the corporate world than knowing how a heat
exchanger works. Someone who
drafts calculations on paper all day
long will not make a good manager,
and poor managers won’t become
good executives, and good executives don’t make good changes. If I
fail, it just means I haven’t learned
enough. Yet.
Fabian R. Lopez
Xi Delta ‘13
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“Tights?
Check.
Face paint?
Check.
A ridiculous persona?
Check.”
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